Abstract A huge amount of information is represented in XML format. Several tools have been developed to store, and query XML data. It becomes inevitable to develop high performance techniques for efficiently analysing extremely large collections of XML data. One of the methods that many researchers have focused on is clustering, which groups similar XML data, according to their content and structures. In previous work, there has been proposed the similarity function OverallSimSUX, that facilitates to capture the degree of similitude among the documents with a novel methodology for clustering XML documents using both structural and content features. Although this methodology shows good performance, endorsed by experiments with several corpus and statistical tests, on having had impliedly only one clustering algorithm, K-Star, we do not know the effect that it would suffer if we replaced this algorithm by other with dissimilar characteristics. Therefore to endorse completely the methodology, in this work we make a comparative study of the effects of applying the methodology for the OverallSimSUX similarity function calculation, using clustering algorithms of different classifications. Based on our analysis, we arrived to two important results: (1) The Fuzzy-SKWIC clustering algorithm works best both with methodology and without methodology, although there are not present significant differences respect to the K-Star and G-Star clustering algorithms, according to conclusions achieved by Nemenyi's post-hoc test.; (2) For each analysed algorithm when using the methodology, we obtain better results than when it is not taken into account.
Introduction
XML [1] has been introduced by W3C in 1998 in order to eliminate the complexity of using SGML. A XML document is a structure hierarchical auto-descriptive of information in semi-structured format, since it incorporates structure and data in the same entity. This way, the structure of the documents can also be used to carry out recovery of relevant documents [2] . Therefore, it has become standard for information representation and exchange on the Web and the Internet [3] . Consequently, a huge amount of information is represented in XML and several tools have been developed to store and query XML data [4, 5] .
It becomes inevitable to develop high performance techniques for efficiently managing and analysing extremely large collections of XML data [6] . One of the methods that many researchers have focused on is clustering, which groups similar XML data according to their content and structures. The clustering process of XML data plays a crucial role in many data application domains [6] , such as information retrieval, data integration, document classification, Web mining, and query processing.
A clustering algorithm tries to find natural clusters of data based mainly on the similarity, so it is desirable that the objects that belong to the same cluster can be as similar as possible and the objects that belong to different clusters can be so more dissimilar [7] .
The XML document clustering is a challenging task because it involves content as well as structure information [8] . There are some methods for XML documents that use the structural features [9, 10] , the content features [11] or both structural and content features [12, 13] for clustering similar documents.
In previous work [14] , a novel methodology for clustering XML documents using both structural and content features has been proposed. The similarity function OverallSimSUX, that facilitates to capture the degree of similitude among the documents, was proposed too in this work. Although this methodology shows good performance, endorsed by experiments with several corpus and statistical tests, on having had impliedly only one clustering algorithm, K-Star [15] we do not know the effect that it would suffer if we replaced this algorithm by other with dissimilar characteristics. Nevertheless to endorse completely the methodology, it is necessary to prove it with other clustering algorithms of diverse classifications.
In this work we make a comparative study of the effects of applying the methodology for the OverallSimSUX similarity function calculation, using clustering algorithms of different classifications. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 there are described forms of clustering following different classifications; in section 3 we made a brief description about selected clustering algorithms to compare; in section 4 we talk about the methodology for computing OverallSimSUX similarity function; in section 5 the experimental results are analysed and finally, in section 6 the conclusions are presented.
Cluster Algorithms
Clustering methods are usually classified with respect to their underlying algorithmic approaches. A great variety of clustering algorithms for making groups' analysis has been proposed. These algorithms can be classified of diverse forms: input type, criteria to define the similarity between the objects, concepts on which the analysis is based, forms of representation of the information, and others. In general, in this classification two types differ: those that form divisions and the hierarchic ones. Figure 1 shows clustering algorithms' taxonomy bearing in mind this classification. 
Fuzzy
Hierarchical algorithms find successive clusters using previously established ones, whereas partition algorithms determine all clusters at once. Hierarchical algorithms can be agglomerative or divisive; agglomerative algorithms begin with each element as a separate cluster and merge the obtained clusters into successively larger clusters. Divisive algorithms begin with the whole set and proceed to divide it into successively smaller clusters. Iterative algorithms start with some initial clusters (their number either being unknown in advance or given a priori) and intend to successively improve the existing cluster set by changing their "representatives" ("centers of gravity" or "centroids"), like in K-Means [16] or by iterative node-exchanging (like in [17] ). The goal of the methods that make partitions is to find the best data partition in k clusters ( ∈ ℕ, > 0). These methods use a similarity function. The majority of the algorithms that follow this approach are essentially based on prototypes [7] .
Algorithms that belong to this taxonomy are k-means [18], widely used. PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) is other algorithm [19] , its objective is to find a representative object for each cluster. K-Mode and K-prototypes [20] are based in K-means. Other technique is SKWIC, "Simultaneous Keyword Identification and Clustering of text documents", conceptually and computationally simple, and it offers several advantages [21] .
Other classification, not mutually exclusive to the already presented one, considers the way of manipulating the uncertainty in cluster overlapped terms: hard and fuzzy clustering [22] . The fuzzy clustering is subdivided into probabilistic and possibilistic [7] . Among these techniques [23] proposed a change to the classic fuzzy c-means, which is a new strategy for selecting the initial centers of cluster.
Being the XML documents semi-structured, there are three forms of computing the distances or similarities of these: (1) only considering the content of the documents; (2) considering only the structure; and (3) the clustering that considers these two dimensions of the documents XML (structure and content). Figure 2 shows a summary of some XML cluster algorithms.
Only Content
Kurgan, L. "Semantic mapping of xml tags using inductive machine learning." [7] Use some variant of VSM.
Shen, Y. "Clustering schemaless xml document." [8] Only Structure Dalamagas, T. "A Methodology for Clustering XML Documents by Structure." [2] Use a XML tree representation to calculate some variant of tree-edit distance.
Flesca, S. "Fast detection of XML structural similarities." [5] Lesniewska, A. "Clustering XML documents by structure." [10] Chawathe, S.S. "Comparing Hierarchical Data in External Memory." [11] Considering XML structure based on the use of Edit Graph.
Costa, G. "Hierarchical clustering of XML documents
focused on structural components. [13] A new hierarchical approach is proposed.
Aïtelhadj, A. "Using structural similarity for clustering XML documents." [12] Follow the two-step approach to cluster XML document.
Structure and Content
Kutty, S. "Combining the structure and content of XML documents for clustering using frequent subtrees." [16] There was used the Closed Frequent SubTrees.
Yang, W. "A semi-structured document model for text mining." [17]
Analyzed variant of XML document compare based in VSM.
Tekli, J.M. "A Novel XML Document Structure Comparison Framework based-on Subtree Commonalities and Label Semantics." [18]
Framework to deal with both structural and semantic similarities in XML documents. Use tree edit-distance.
Pinto, D. "BUAP: Performance of K-Star at the INEX'09
Clustering Task." [19] Using the iterative clustering algorithm K-Star in a recursive clustering process. 
Selected Algorithms
To make the comparative study we select four cluster algorithms with different features, (1) K-Star, agglomerative; (2) Generalized Star (G-Star), based in graphs; (3) Simultaneous Keyword Identification and Clustering of text documents (SKWIC), hard and deterministic partitions; (4) Fuzzy SKWIC, fuzzy partitions. The next sections show a brief background about these algorithms.
K-Star
K-Star is a hierarchical agglomerative clustering method which automatically reveals the number of clusters, unknown in advance [13] . As most of the clustering methods, it requires a similarity matrix of the documents to be clustered (corpus). K-Star clustering approach can be explained as below.
1. It looks for the maximum value in the similarity matrix ( , ), and constructs a cluster (Ci) made up of the two documents this similarity value refers to. It marks these documents (di and dj) as assigned.
For each unassigned document (dk)
-If ( , ) > , where is a given threshold, then add dk to cluster Ci and mark dk as assigned.
Return to Step 1
In [13] is presented the entire pseudo source of this algorithm.
G-Star
The Generalized Star (G-Star) algorithm was proposed in [24] following the Aslam approach [23] . G-Star defines a set group for each graph vertex, professed WeakSats and PotSats. The basic steps of this algorithm are:
1. To build the graph Gβ for collection representation.
To build de list L with all graph vertex, with this list realize an iterative process for chose the vertex v with
PotSats biggest degree in L.
-Add this vertex to X.
-Update adjacent vertex.
-Delete v from L 3. Repeat step 2 until L is empty. 4. Sort vertex in X, taking into account PotSat degree.
In [25] is presented the entire pseudo source of this algorithm and an extensive analysis.
SKWIC
The SKWIC algorithm is an extension of SCAD algorithm to simultaneous text document clustering and dynamic category dependent keyword set weighting. SKWIC is both conceptually and computationally simple, and offers advantages compared to existing document clustering techniques [26] .
SKWIC clustering approach can be explained as below.
1. To fix the number of clusters C and initialize the centers by randomly selecting C documents. 2. To initialize the partitions. 3. To update the relevance weights. 4. To calculate the distance from documents to the cluster's center and assign each document to the cluster. 5. To update the cluster's center. 6. To return Step 3 until the center is stabilized.
This algorithm needs to know the cluster number to be created. In [26] is presented the entire pseudo source of this algorithm and an extensive analysis.
Fuzzy SKWIC
Fuzzy-SKWIC (F-SKWIC) was designed to search for the optimal cluster center, the optimal soft partitioning memberships and the optimal set of feature weights, simultaneously [26] .
1 To fix the number of clusters C; initialize the centers by randomly selecting C documents and initialize document membership to each cluster. This algorithm needs to know the cluster number to be created. In [26] is presented the entire pseudo source of this algorithm and an extensive analysis.
OverallSimSUX Based Methodology
The methodology for clustering XML documents proposed in [14] computes a final similarity matrix based in the OverallSimSUX similarity function. For the matrix calculations is necessary: (1) to make two different representation to corpus, (2) a matrix of similarity is calculated, which compares two documents using the Cosine measure [27] ; this is shown in the equation 1, (3) finally an intermediate clustering is realized. The general procedure of this methodology is shown in figure 3 .
(1) 
Experimental Setup
To make the comparative study three experiments have been designed, applied to three data sets, with the purpose of carrying out a statistical analysis that allows showing the result of both, the selected algorithms without using the methodology and the selected algorithms using the methodology. All approaches were implemented in a system for clustering scientific papers in XML format (LucXML).
To evaluate the results we implemented the external measure Overall F-measure [28] for showing the quality of the groups obtained in each clustering.
Overall F-measure measure is based in Precision (Pr) and Recall (Re) measure [29] . The Pr and Re are calculate for a cluster g and a class c as follows.
Where ncg is the objects' number of the class c in the cluster g, ng is objects' number of the cluster g and nc is the objects' number of the class c. With this value the F-measure is calculated and the harmonic means of Pr and Re are obtained, as shown in expression 4. We conform 16 XML documents corpora. Corpus 1 to 7 with documents from case study 1, the average size of each corpus is 1'000 documents; corpus 8 to 11 with documents from case study 2, the average size of each corpus is 5'000 documents; the rest of the corpora are the case study 3, the average size of each corpus corresponding to last case study 3 is 10'000 documents. Each corpus are independent. Figure 4 shows a fragment of XML document corresponding to corpus 9 of case study 2. We not take into account the class label in the cluster process, this is used only for the results' evaluation.
Experiments' Results and Analysis
The first experiment consisted on verifying how it behaves globally, on the three data sets described previously, the four algorithm selected without using the methodology for OverallSimSUX calculation. Table 1 shows this result.
In the second experiment it is verified how they behave globally, on the 16 corpus, the four algorithms selected using the methodology for OverallSimSUX calculation. The experiments' results are shown in Table 2 .
The last experiment consists in comparing pairwise formed by the result of the same algorithm, using the methodology and without using the methodology. Figure 5 shows this result; one chart for each algorithm.
Both in the first one and in the second experiment, the results were similar. The best results were achieved by the F-SKWIC algorithm that obtained better or equal results than other algorithms in the 56.25% of the cases in both experiments. The second better algorithm in both experiments was K-Star algorithm, with better or equal result than other algorithms in the 31.25% of the cases. Following this analysis idea, the results achieved in both experiments coincided with 12 of 16 corpus. In order to prove this, for both experiments we computed the Friedman's test (Friedman's two-way analysis of variances by ranks) [30] . This test is a multiple comparison procedure capable to detect significant differences between the behaviours of two or more algorithms; i.e., it can be used for discovering whether at least two of the 
Mean Rank
Monte Carlo signification (p-value) = 0.000 samples represent populations with different median values or not, in a set of n samples (n≥2). Figure 6 shown the mean rank and the p-value associated to this test for each algorithm without methodology and with methodology respectively. Using a significance level of 0.05, corresponding to the 95% confidence interval, the Friedman's test (p-value<0.05) suggests rejecting the null hypothesis, thus, there exist highly significant differences between at least two algorithms. Also, it can be observed that F-SKWIC and K-Star are best ranked; however, this information cannot be used to conclude that our proposals are involved in these differences; that is why we also applied the Nemenyi post-hoc test [31] after the Friedman test.
With Nemenyi, the performance of two classifiers is significantly different if the corresponding average ranks differ by at least the critical difference (CD) where critical values qα are based on the Studentized range statistic divided by √2 [32] . For 16 datasets and four algorithms, using α = 0.05 the CD value is 1.17, when α = 0.10 CD value is 1.04. The results of Nemenyi post-hoc tests is visually represented in the Figure 7 , using both α = 0.05 and α = 0.10. The top lines in the diagrams corresponds to the CD values, in the axis we plot the average ranks of methods. The axis is turned so that the lowest (best) ranks are to the right since we perceive the methods on the right side as better [32] .
(a) Algorithms without using the methodology, results of the analysis of data from Table 1. (b) Algorithms with using the methodology, results of the analysis of data from Table 2. Table 3 and Table 4 shows these results. These results statistically confirm that the better results in both experiments were achieved by F-SKWIC, although there are not present significant differences respect to the K-Star and G-Star clustering algorithms, for the analysed case studies.
The non-parametric test of Wilcoxon was applied for the results of experiment 3, to check if there are significant differences between the pairwise results of the algorithms (when the methodology is used and when it is not) for checking if the studied algorithms achieved better results using the OverallSimSUX methodology. Table 5 shows the results of this test. The Wilcoxon's test suggests to reject the null hypothesis (p-value < 0.05) for all pairwise comparisons. These results statistically confirm that the four studied algorithms achieved better results using the methodology for OverallSimSUX similarity calculation than without using this methodology, for the analysed case studies.
Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed the impact upon the methodology for clustering XML documents using OverallSimSUX similarity function of clustering algorithms of different classifications. From the above results, we can infer that for the analysed case study, Fuzzy-SKWIC clustering algorithm works best both, with methodology and without methodology, although there are not present significant differences respect to the K-Star and G-Star clustering algorithms, according to conclusions achieved by Nemenyi's post-hoc test. For each analysed algorithm and the cases study selected, when using the methodology we obtain better results than when it is not taken into account.
In the future, we hope to analyse impacts of other different clustering algorithms and to incorporate the study of effects of other popular similarity measures for documents clustering.
